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1 Introduction

One of the main motivations for building treebanks is that they facilitate the deve-
lopment of syntactic parsers, by providing realistic data for evaluation as well as
inductive learning. In this paper we present what we believe to be the first robust
data-driven parser for Bulgarian, trained and evaluated on data fromBulTreeBank
(Simov et al., 2002). The parser uses dependency-based representations and em-
ploys a deterministic algorithm to construct dependency structures in a singlepass
over the input string, guided by a memory-based classifier at each nondeterministic
choice point, as described in Nivre et al. (2004). Since the original BulTreeBank
annotation is based on HPSG, it has been necessary to extract dependency struc-
tures from the original annotation both for training and evaluating the parser.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the MaltParser system
used in the experiments to induce parsers from treebank data. Section 3 presents
BulTreeBank, and section 4 shows how the BulTreeBank annotation can be con-
verted into a dependency structure annotation of the kind required by MaltParser.
Section 5 describes the experimental conditions, and section 6 discusses the results
of the experiments. Section 7 contains our conclusions.

2 MaltParser

Given the open-ended nature of natural language, the problem of parsing unre-
stricted text is essentially an empirical problem, and the accuracy of a text parsing
system can only be evaluated by comparing the analysis produced by the system
to some kind of gold standard. The standard method for carrying out this kind of
evaluation is to apply the system to a sample of text taken from a treebank. In
the data-driven approach to text parsing, treebank data may be used also in the
training corpus, i.e. in the sample of text used to construct the parser based on
inductive inference. Using treebank data for training and evaluation is what we
normally understand by the termtreebank parsing, a methodology that has been
used to construct robust and efficient parsers for several languages over the last ten



to fifteen years, most notably for English (Magerman, 1994; Collins, 1997, 1999;
Charniak, 2000) and Czech (Collins et al., 1999; McDonald et al., 2005), where
large treebank resources have been readily available.

In this paper, we apply this methodology to Bulgarian using the MaltParser
system (Nivre and Hall, 2005), which can be described as a data-driven parser-
generator framework. While a traditional parser generator constructs aparser given
a grammar, a data-driven parser generator constructs a parser given a treebank.
MaltParser uses dependency-based representations, which means that the treebank
used for training (and for evaluation) must be annotated with dependencystruc-
tures. The system is based on a methodology ofinductive dependency parsing
(Nivre, 2005), involving three essential components:

1. Deterministic parsing algorithms for building dependency graphs (Yamada
and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre, 2003).

2. History-based feature models for predicting the next parser action (Black
et al., 1992; Magerman, 1995; Ratnaparkhi, 1997).

3. Discriminative machine learning to induce the mapping from histories to
parser actions (Yamada and Matsumoto, 2003; Nivre et al., 2004)

The architecture of the MaltParser system imposes a strict modularization of pars-
ing algorithms, feature models and learning methods, in order to give maximum
flexibility in the way these components can be varied independently of each other.
In the experiments reported below, we explore several different feature models,
but we fix the parsing algorithm to that described in Nivre (2003) and the learn-
ing algorithm to memory-based learning as implemented in the TIMBL software
package (Daelemans and Van den Bosch, 2005). We restrict our further description
of MaltParser to the specification of feature models, which is needed to understand
the experiments described in sections 5–6, and refer the reader to Nivre(2005) for
more information about inductive dependency parsing in general and to Nivre and
Hall (2005) for more information about MaltParser in particular.1

Any deterministic parsing algorithm compatible with the MaltParser architec-
ture has to provide two basic data structures as an interface to the feature model
component:

1. A stackσ of partially processed tokens, whereσ[i] is thei+1th token from
the top of the stack, with the top beingσ[0].

2. A list τ of remaining input tokens, whereτ [i] is thei+1th token in the list,
with the first token beingτ [0].

1MaltParser is freely available for research and educational purposesand can be downloaded
from http://www.msi.vxu.se/users/nivre/research/MaltParser.html.



Stack(σ)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

p(σ[1]) p(σ[0])
d(σ[0])

d(lc(σ[0]))
NL d(rc(σ[0]))

L w(σ[0])

E w(h(σ[0]))

Input (τ)
︷ ︸︸ ︷

p(τ [0]) p(τ [1]) p(τ [2]) p(τ [3])
d(lc(τ [0]))

w(τ [0])

w(τ [1])

Figure 1: Feature functions.σ = stack;τ = input; w = word form; p = part-of-
speech;h = head;d = dependency type;lc = leftmost child;rc = rightmost child.

In terms of these structures, we first defineaddress functionsas follows:

1. For any positioni, σ[i] andτ [i] are address functions.

2. If α is an address function, thenh(α), lc(α) andrc(α) are address functions,
which identify thehead (h), leftmost child(lc) and rightmost child(rc),
respectively, of the token identified byα (in the partially built dependency
structure).

Given address functions, we finally definefeature functions:

If α is an address function, thenp(α), d(α) andw(α) are feature func-
tions, which identify the part-of-speech (p), dependency type (d) and
word form (w), respectively, of the token identified byα (whered is
defined relative to the partially built dependency structure).

A feature modelΦ is defined by a set of feature functions{φ1, . . . , φp}. Figure 1
depicts the feature functions, or simplyfeatures, used in the experiments below.
The simplest model uses only features defined in terms of the functionsp andd,
which we call non-lexical (NL) and which occur above the topmost horizontal line
in Figure 1, while the other models in addition use features defined in terms ofw,
called lexical features and appearing below the topmost horizontal line. Adding
the two features between the two horizontal lines gives us the basic lexical model
(L); adding all four lexical features gives us the enhanced lexical model (E). How-
ever, in the enhanced lexical model, full word forms are replaced by suffixes of six
characters to counter the sparse data problem.

3 BulTreeBank

BulTreeBank (Simov et al., 2002; Osenova and Simov, 2003; Simov and Osen-
ova, 2003) is a corpus of syntactically annotated sentences of Bulgarian. It is still
of modest size and the version we work with at present contains 5080 sentences.
These can be divided into two different groups: sentences extracted from grammars
(1500) and sentences extracted from corpora of government documents, prose and



newspapers (3580). The total number of tokens is 71703 (punctuation included),
which gives a mean sentence length of 14.11 tokens.

The annotation scheme relies on basic ideas from HPSG and the analyses of
the sentences comply with the HPSG formalism. Four types of elements are dis-
tinguished:lexical elements(e.g. V, N, Prep),phrasal elements(e.g. VPC, NPA),
functional elements(e.g. Pragmatic, S, Conj) andtextual elements(tokens). An
underlying HPSG grammar, formalized as a DTD and constraints over XML docu-
ments, is employed in the actual annotation process, andHead-Complement, Head-
AdjunctandHead-Subjectrelations are encoded in phrase labels of the form XPC,
XPA and XPS, respectively. However, in its current incarnation BulTreeBank is
not a complete HPSG treebank. The explicit marking of heads, for example,is
missing in the actual analysis of a sentence. While this information can to a cer-
tain degree be derived from the accompanying DTD or the type of phrase, it is not
present in the actual structure of the tree.

It should also be pointed out that the annotation encodes empty nodes, e.g.in
connection with ellipsis and the pro-dop phenomenon in Bulgarian. Additional
information about coreference, anaphora, and clitic doubling is also available as
indices between nodes. This information has not been exploited in the present
study, where we have concentrated on converting phrase structure trees to depen-
dency structures, which can be used to create parsers using the MaltParser system
described in the previous section.

In order to motivate our approach to treebank conversion, described insec-
tion 4, we conclude with a few examples from BulTreeBank where it is not straight-
forward to detect the syntactic head of a phrase. The phrasal categories are set in
bold font, functional categories in typewriter font and lexical categoriesin italics
(to distinguish them from textual elements); punctuation and coindexation have
been omitted and glosses added:

(1) VPC

V

T

da
to

T

ne
not

V

si
have

Participle

bil
been

A

bolen
ill



(2) VPC

Participle

Participle

pro-ss
(Omitted Subject)

Shtyal
Would

Participle

bil
been

CLDA

V

T

da
to

V

pro-ss
(Omitted Subject)

zh’ne
harvest

(3) AdvPC

Adv

daleche
far

PP

Prep

ot
from

N

cent’ra
the-centre

AdvPC

Gerund

gledajki
watching

NPA

M

vtoroto
the-second

N

dejstvie
act

Although the label VPC in (1) indicates that the phrase has aHead-Complement
structure, it is not explicitly marked that the V-child is the head and the A-child is
the complement. And even though this can be inferred from the phrase type (VP
is headed by V), the head-child is still a complex node consisting of four other
lexical elements. According to the annotators the ultimate head should be the two
rightmost daughters: V and Participle. Example (2) presents a choice between two
equally plausible heads of the VPC, both having the same category (Participle).
Example (3) shows that in the absence of an adverb, a gerund can serve as the head
of an adverbial phrase.

4 Treebank Conversion

Converting phrase structure trees into dependency trees is sometimes considered
a trivial matter. Few authors discuss this and mainly with reference to English
(Lin, 1995; Magerman, 1994; Collins, 1999; Xia, 2001; Xia and Palmer, 2001)
and (to a lesser extent) German (Kübler and Telljohann, 2002; Bohnet, 2003; Ule
and Kübler, 2004). Since heads are an important notion in dependency graphs,
they also need to be explicitly marked. Phrase-structure trees on the other hand
normally do not encode this information straightforwardly. Therefore, in order to
convert from the one format to the other, we need a way to identify the headof a
given phrase. The standard way to proceed is by using a so-calledhead percolation



table (first mention by Magerman (1994, p. 66) asTree Head Table). An entry in
such a table is of the form (α directionβ|γ|δ|...). For example, (VP left-to-right
VP|VB|VBG) means that the head of the VP-node is the first child of this node
from the left, which carries a label VP, VB or VBG (see also (Collins, 1999, p. 147,
238–240) for a similar treatment of head percolation tables).

Bulgarian, as all other Slavic languages, exibits relatively free word order. This
means that the head of a given phrase may precede its dependents (firstelement
left-to-right), follow them (first element right-to-left) or occur in between them
(left-to-right or right-to-left). In this respect specifying a direction in thehead
percolation table will not necessarily lead to a quicker or better discovery of heads.
We have thus chosen a default one (left-to-right). The entries in our tablelook as
follows:

Nomin <I> <Prep> <N> <T> <Adv> <C>
NPA <N> <M> <I> <Pron> <A> <Participle> <H> <Gerund> <V> <Adv>
S <V> <Gerund> <Participle> <N> <M> <I> <Pron> <A> <H> <Adv>
VPA <V> <Gerund> <Participle> <N> <M> <I> <Pron> <A> <H> <Adv>
VPC <V> <Gerund> <Participle> <N> <M> <I> <Pron> <A> <H> <Adv>

In creating the head percolation table we relied mainly on the DTD accompanying
the treebank data and the technical reports with additional fine-tunings during the
actual conversion process. The first column in this table is the node whosehead
we search for, the second is an ordered list of possible heads for this node. Given
a node and a list of its children the algorithm searches first for the first element in
the list. If it cannot find such a node, it then searches for the second element, etc.
Once a head-child is found it is considered the head of the node. The mother node
is then substituted by its head. The following is an example of a dependency tree
for a sentence from the BulTreeBank (punctuation omitted).

(4) V dushata j se poyavi omraza sreshtu men

PR ATT ID SUBJ ATT PR

ADV

In addition to the head percolation table we need a dependency table in orderto
assign proper labels to the already discovered unlabeled arcs. In our case it looks
like this:2

<Prep>from<PP><N>from<N> PR
<N>from<N><Pron> ATT
<V>from<VPS><Pron> ID
<V>from<VPS><N>from<NPA> SUBJ
<V>from<VPA><Prep>from<PP> ADV

2All labels of the heads and phrases are according to the BulTreeBank notation.



Table 1: Dependency types

ADV Adverbial modifier
APP Apposition
ATT Attribute (adnominal modifier)
CC Coordination (conjunction or second conjunct)
DET Determiner
ID Non-first element of multi-word expression (idiom)
IP Punctuation
OBJ Object
PR Complement of preposition
PRD Predicative complement
SUBJ Subject
UK Head-verb of subordinate clause dependent on complementizer
VC Verb chain (non-finite verb dependent on other verb)
ROOT Dependent of special root node

In this table, the first column represents the head and dependent of an arc (e.g.
<V>from<VPS><N>from<NPA> means that the head<V> is the head of
a <VPS> phrase, while the dependent<N> is the head of an<NPA> phrase),
and the second column is a label for that relation (e.g. SUBJ – subject relation).
In creating the dependency table, we relied heavily on information in the phrasal
categories, which encode information aboutHead-Subject, Head-Complementand
Head-Adjuctrelations. Altogether, fourteen different dependency types were used
as labels, given in Table 1.

In addition to the basic tree conversion a simple post-processing of the data
was necessary. In the phrase structure trees of BulTreeBank there isno distinction
in the nodes between reflexive pronouns and argument clitic pronouns.An addi-
tional program changed the labels of the argument clitics from ID (the default one
according to the dependency table) to OBJ.

Besides the tree conversion a simplification of the BulTreeBank part-of-speech
tagset was performed. The tags in BulTreeBank can be up to twelve characters
long and carry a lot of morphological information. Not all of this information
is relevant for syntactic parsing and the fine-grainedness of the tagsetmay hurt
performance because of data sparseness. We therefore collapsed all tags to only
two characters. Decisions about which morphological information to keep was
based on experiments done with the Prague Dependency Treebank (Hajič, 1998;
Hajič et al., 2001), as described in (Collins et al., 1999), as well as some personal
intuition of one of the authors.3 This compression resulted in a tagset with 51
part-of-speech tags.

3Whether the resulting tags are optimal is left for future research.



5 Experimental Setup

The data we work with consist of 5080 sentences, split in eight differentfiles.
Each of these contains sentences from different domains and/or sources. We have
therefore used this split for an eight-fold cross-validation of the parser, training on
seven of the files and testing on the remaining one.

The experiments have been performed under two different conditions. In the
first condition, we used the gold standard part-of-speech tags provided with the
treebank (in their compressed version) both for training and testing of the parsers.
In the second condition, we trained on the same data but tested on data that had
been tagged automatically using a statistical tagger (Hall, 2003), trained on the
seven files that were used for training in that fold. The mean accuracy ofthe tagger
over the eight folds was 93.5% for the 51 part-of-speech tags.

As indicated in section 2, we have used three different feature models in the
experiments, which we refer to as thenon-lexicalmodel, the (basic)lexicalmodel,
and theenhanced(lexical) model, respectively. The non-lexical model only incor-
porates the nonlexical features specified in Figure 1 (above the topmost horizontal
line), while the lexical model also includes the two lexical features between the
two horizontal lines. The enhanced model, finally, adds two more lexical features
(below the second horizontal line) but also differs from the basic lexicalmodel by
using a suffix of (up to) six characters instead of the full word form as the value for
all lexical features.

For all feature models, the parameter settings for the TIMBL learner used to
predict the next parser actions involved setting the numberk of nearest distances to
5 and using the Modified Value Difference Metric (MVDM) together with Inverse
Distance (ID) weighted class voting. (For more information about these parame-
ters, see Daelemans and Van den Bosch, 2005.)

6 Results and Discussion

The results of our experiments are given in Tables 2 and 3. They show how the
three different feature models fare, evaluated with respect to unlabeledas well
as labeled dependency accuracy. Unlabeled dependency accuracyonly considers
whether each dependendent is assigned the correct head, while labeled dependency
accuracy also takes the dependency type label into account. The results, which in
all cases are mean scores based on an eight-fold cross-validation, arepresented as
the mean accuracy per sentence and as the mean accuracy per word/dependency.
In all scores, punctuation tokens have been omitted from the counts.

Although there are no strictly comparable results available for Bulgarian, the
parsing accuracy obtained is similar to that reported with the same parsing method-
ology for Czech (Nivre and Nilsson, 2005), but lower than the corresponding re-
sults for Swedish (Nivre et al., 2004) and English (Nivre and Scholz, 2004). Tanev
and Mitkov (2002) report precision and recall in the low 60’s for a rule-based parser



Table 2: Accuracy on gold standard part-of-speech tags

Per sentence Per word/dependency
Unlabeled Labeled Unlabeled Labeled

Non-lexical 83.3% 74.8% 81.9% 73.7%
Lexical 85.6% 79.2% 84.2% 78.2%
Enhanced 85.6% 79.1% 84.2% 78.0%

Table 3: Accuracy on automatically assigned part-of-speech tags

Per sentence Per word/dependency
Unlabeled Labeled Unlabeled Labeled

Non-lexical 78.8% 68.8% 77.5% 68.1%
Lexical 81.0% 73.2% 79.7% 72.2%
Enhanced 81.7% 73.8% 80.4% 72.9%

of Bulgarian, which seems to indicate that our performance is competitive, even
though the results of the two studies cannot be compared directly.

Out of the fourteen dependency relations which the parser had to assignto
a sentence, six showed relatively low scores. These were the coordination rela-
tion, adverbials, punctuation marks, verb chain, main verb of a subordinate clause
dependent on the complementizer and apposition. Of these relations, apposition,
coordination and adverbials were hardest for the parser to learn, sometimes getting
a score of less than 50%. Another problematic issue is that projectivity can be hard
to maintain with free word order languages. An example where the parser fails to
assign proper subject and verb chain relations isda-clauses, as shown below:

(5) ...
...

i
and

vmesto
instead

tya
she

da
to

se
refl

kazva
be-named

Genka
Genka

Ginkova
Ginkova

...

...
“... and instead of her name to be Genka Ginkova ...”

Here tya is the subject dependent on the verbkazva, which in itself is dependent
onda, the complementizer, which is dependent onvmesto.

On the positive side, the parser generally has high accuracy on core grammati-
cal functions such as subject (SUBJ), object (OBJ), predicative complement (PRD)
and root (ROOT), where unlabeled dependency accuracy is around85% or better
on automatically assigned part-of-speech tags. Table 4 in addition shows thela-
beled precision and recall, which can be seen to be considerably lower, especially
for the nominal argument types SUBJ and OBJ, a result that is probably related to
the relatively free word order in Bulgarian.



Table 4: Accuracy for selected dependency types (enhanced model, automatically
assigned part-of-speech tags)

Unlabeled Labeled
Accuracy Precision Recall

ROOT 86.8% 66.7% 86.8%
SUBJ 83.1% 68.7% 67.3%
OBJ 85.3% 66.7% 70.4%
PRD 89.0% 64.7% 74.6%

7 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the first robust data-driven dependency parser for
Bulgarian, trained and evaluated on dependency structures extracted from BulTree-
Bank. Although the amount of training data is still rather limited, the parsing accu-
racy obtained is similar to that reported for other languages with the same parsing
methodology. In addition, we have shown how to extract dependency structures
from the phrase structure annotation of the original treebank. With respect to the
last point, we see two directions for future research. One is to create specific depen-
dency labels for Bulgarian and the other is to improve the conversion procedure,
taking into account additional information present in the original format (e.g. coin-
dexation, marking of discontinuous elements and non-immediate dominance).
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